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what is wam?

At its core the main aspirations of WAM are to foster attitudinal change, to raise
awareness and create a deeper understanding of the barriers faced in the Irish
labour market by graduates with disabilities and to lay the foundation for internal
mainstream inclusive practices and policies that will guarantee wider access and
sustainability for all graduates with disabilities. Pivotal to these project aims is the
WAM Mentoring Model.
It is very often the case that graduates with disabilities, with little or no experience
of the work environment, find it very hard to get that first step on the career ladder.
Exactly why this occurs is what the WAM project is attempting to uncover. WAM
(Willing Able Mentoring) aims to promote a more inclusive labour market for
graduates with disabilities. It is led by AHEAD (Association for Higher Education
Access and Disability) (www.ahead.ie) which seeks to promote full access to and
full participation by students with disabilities in higher education and to embrace
their employability on graduation.
A central tenet of WAM is the learning that is to be gained from the collective
sharing of experience and expertise. Thus WAM has at its helm a Development
Partnership (DP) made up of some of the leading employers in the Irish labour
market. This development partnership framework facilitates a sense of ownership
and openness for the DP whilst also creating a safe and secure learning
environment where issues can be thoroughly explored. In essence the WAM
Project represents an action research project which uses the mechanism of a
structured mentored work placement in order to identify existing barriers, real
or perceived, to the inclusion of graduates with disabilities in the workforce.
The primary strength of the project is that beneficial effects are found for
both the graduates placed and the employer organisations providing placements.
Graduates with disabilities gain valuable mainstream employment experience
which will hopefully invigorate their future career prospects while employer
organisations get the opportunity to assess their own internal recruitment and
selection procedures regarding the employment of people with disabilities.
Participating in WAM means that employers provide paid work experience
placement opportunities for graduates with disabilities for an agreed period of
usually not less than six-months in duration. An additional advantage of this
mechanism is the promotion of the employment of graduates with disabilities
by providing the opportunity for real work experience while simultaneously evaluating
workplace policies and recruitment procedures, thus providing real learning for
everyone involved.
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the wam mentoring model – an overview

Mentoring is a process through which an experienced person provides support,
guidance and encouragement to a less experienced person. Often newcomers to an
organisation with very little previous work experience can feel daunted and alienated,
particularly during the early stages of an introduction to a new social environment.
Current research points to the fact that staff turnover rates are not down to a lack of
skills or productivity but due to employees ‘not fitting in’, or feeling comfortable in,
their workplace. The WAM mentoring process has been put in place to address any
issues that may arise in relation to the social integration of placements as it is often
the adaptation to a new social environment that can cause concern for new recruits.

WAM Mentoring represents a new and innovative mechanism as a means of
assisting students with disabilities to bridge the gap between education and
employment by:
Maximising the abilities of new recruits early on through a smoother integration
into workplace culture while simultaneously promoting greater opportunities to
attract and maintain a diverse workforce.
Encouraging retention of staff as well as adding to a supportive and friendly
workplace environment.
Offering a sounding board for potential problems, improving social inclusion of
staff and providing disability awareness while functioning as an extra layer of
learning and knowledge transfer.

Within the WAM mentoring process itself, all successfully placed candidates
(mentees) are assigned a mentor; someone who works in the same organisation
but is not the mentee’s direct line manager, with the initial goal of increasing the
speed and effectiveness of the social integration of the participant. The mentor
fundamentally acts as a sounding board for the participant. In order to facilitate
effective mentoring, the relationship between mentor and mentee is completely
confidential and entirely the property of both parties. This is ensured through the
agreement and signing of a formal contract between mentor and mentee which
outlines timeframes for the amount of contact and identification of professional
development goals for the mentee to strive towards during the six month placement.
Additionally, all managers, mentors and mentees involved in the WAM Project
receive pre-placement induction training which has a particular emphasis on
what mentoring means for each of the three positions within the process. This may
also include a number of group mentoring sessions in which professional training
on subjects such as personality profiles and positive planning are provided
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the wam mentoring model – an overview

for the entire group. These group meetings also offer period of time for mentors
to meet each other and network, while mentees get the chance to chat and compare
experiences. With these mentoring structures in place, the six month mentored
placement can hopefully become a new and beneficial learning experience for the
mentee and mentor alike.

wam mentoring model

training programme

introduction and rapport building

individual mentor sessions
(arranged & agreed by mentor and mentee)

( wam mentoring and networking group sessions )

evaluation of manager, mentor and mentee experiences

all underpinned by ongoing support

The intended
aims of the
WAM mentoring
model include:

Assisting the mentee with the
transition into the organisation;

Improving performance of the
mentee at an earlier stage;

Facilitating learning and
development for mentee
and mentor;

Providing a direct dissemination
of disability awareness
through experience.

Providing a source of guidance
and support;
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recruitment & selection – tips on inclusive practice

The WAM Project sets out to ensure that all applicants to the mentored work
placement programme receive the same opportunities to participate and that the
selection of successful applicants will be fair and equitable. The following guidelines are
valuable tips and advice based on the learning from the WAM Project which
participating managers found useful in order to enable them to make sound and
objective decisions during the recruitment and selection process. These guidelines are
intended to add value to existing internal recruitment and selection policies and should
not be regarded as stand alone.

Some of the
areas covered
here are:

Language

The Importance of Language

Accommodations/Supports

A Competency Based Approach

Alternative Qualifications

Detailed Job-Specifications

Disclosure of Disability

Language is a powerful tool. In relation
to disability it is important that
professions understand the impact of
language used on job applicants with
disabilities. Managers consistently
report to us that people with disabilities
do not apply for jobs in their companies.
Given their open policies, many
managers do not understand why.
Perhaps a close examination of job
advertising campaigns may give
some clues.

be perceived to be inclusive or exclusive
based on the words chosen. The
following phrases are taken from actual
exchanges with managerial staff
participating in the project and are
examples which help to demonstrate
how messages are conveyed.
Ability to write V S Ability to write/type
Drive and Ambition V S
Determined and Ambitious
Tone of delivery V S Style of delivery

Inclusive recruitment policies mean that
the company has acknowledged and
designed the advertisements so that the
language used is positive and could not
give a negative message to the
prospective graduate with a disability,
suggesting he/she is not suitable for the
job. Without intending to, language can

Use sound judgement V S
Use informed judgement
Work under pressure V S
Work to deadlines
Energetic and dynamic V S
Bring ideas and creativity
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recruitment & selection – tips on inclusive practice

Consider how you use words, in
particular using words which are
unnecessary to the job and whose
inclusion could be open to
misinterpretation, especially by
those with a disability.

eg.
‘The ability to rapidly assimilate
information’.
How does one evaluate or measure
‘rapidly’ in this context?

Competency Based Interview Approach
The WAM Project promotes a
competency based interview approach
throughout its placement programme.
Briefly, the central tenet of this
approach is that the focus is on ability
NOT disability.
Disability tends to be viewed from
a medical rather than a social
model perspective. People do not
see the disabled person, but only
see the impairment. It is not unusual
to hear people being described as
“the epileptic”.
Medical – the focus is on the
individual as the problem.
How would you define your disability?
(Please indicate the severity of
your condition e.g. the level of
visual impairment).

Developing inclusive practices means
that we stop viewing the individual as
the problem. The interview process
underpinning WAM was to clearly
define the job and then search for the
best skills match. Knowing the disability
of an applicant does not necessarily
assist with this process. The employer
needs to find out to what extent, if any,
the disability impacts on the person’s
ability to do the job. Often many
questions are asked about a person’s
disability that do not relate to job
performance or supports required in the
workplace. To this extent it is essential
that an employer makes a difference
between essential and desirable
requirements for the job.

VS

Social – the focus is on society
and its need to change in order
to be inclusive.
Have you any specific requirements for
the interview (eg. sign language, level
access, wheelchair access, etc.)?
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recruitment & selection – tips on inclusive practice

Clearly defined job specifications
Job
Specification are a critical first step in ensuring

Know the job

The process involves:

your recruitment and selection policies
are fair to people with disabilities.
Designing competency based job
specifications is good HR Practice
and enables the company to make
an objective decision about a
person’s suitability to do the job.

Identification of core skills required

What are the essential functions of
the job to be carried out?

What are the physical conditions of
the job setting?

What are the general skills needed
for the job?

What are the social conditions of the
job (work alone, works around
others, works to deadlines)?

And of equal importance;

Identification of core
activities required
Matching the persons skills to the job
Identification of any technical
solutions or reasonable
accommodations required

Know the environment in which the
job functions.

An example of
key learning

A deaf candidate whose first language
is sign language and whose preferred
method of communication is the written
word was placed in a work environment.
The chosen candidate had been
selected for the position following a full
recruitment process and was deemed a
good job-skills match. It transpired that
on-the-spot verbal communications
made up a significant part of essential
every day tasks. Verbal communication
was such a natural part of the work
environment that its significance was
overlooked in the recruitment process.

Due to the busy nature and fast
turnover of work it was initially easier for
co-workers to do tasks for the candidate
rather than explore the nature of issues
arising. This situation enabled the
company to appreciate the high
importance of on-the-spot verbal
communications to this position, not
just for the deaf recruit, but for all
new recruits. Embracing diversity the
company involved resolved this situation
to the praise and satisfaction of all and
the candidate went on to secure a
permanent position.
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recruitment & selection – tips on job specification
How to:

All job
elements
should be
grouped into:

Job descriptions describe the job and
not the individual who fills the job.
They are the result of job analysis within
a given organisation and are essential
to the selection and evaluation
of employees.1

Distinct areas of skill or ability
Contextualised to the particular job

A Compentency-based Job Specification
clearly outlines the essential skill,
knowledge and charecteristics required for
the particular job. It is intended to provide
a framework within which the interviewer
can make a sound judgement about the
candidate’s ability to do the job.

Measurable actions, should be capable
of being clearly judged, has this person
done this or not.

Sample Position: Office Administrator
Job Skills:

Personal Essential Skills:

Essential Technical Job Skills:

Communicate clearly and orally
with colleagues & others.

Use all office equipment efficiently
including telephones, faxes.

Liaise & negotiate with colleagues
and other stakeholders.

Use IT systems including databases,
word processing systems & spreadsheets.

Give clear instructions.

Manage information systems.

Prepare and make presentations.

Plan and run projects to specification.

Operate as part of a team &
develop productive relationships
with others.

Negotiate & manage budgets effectively.
Operate in a safe manner.2

Develops creative & new ways
of working.
Persuade others of the merits of
a particular action.

Sources Utilised
1 www.magma.ca/~raksim/obtwp/jobsearch/job_description_and_specificatio.htm
2 Based on NVQ Level 2 Business Administration
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recruitment & selection – tips on inclusive practice

Avoid the
stereotypical

Do not assume that just because you
have worked with a person before who
was deaf that all people who are deaf
can be treated the same or have exactly
the same needs. Disability does not
work in this way.

“We knew the disability but we had very
set ideas in our head and that was one
of our problems.”
(Manager)

Accommodations / Supports
‘This is the first time I have ever used a
sign language interpreter at interview
and it will never pose a problem for me
in the future’
(HR Manager)
The WAM Programme conducts a
Workplace Needs Assessment (ref.
enclosed template) on every participant in
the project. The person with the disability
is usually the best placed to give advice

on what accommodations/supports
are required, if any. Consultation is
therefore key. Assistive Technology (AT)
is advancing at a fast pace and gets
better and better with passing time.
There exists a wealth of AT agents,
many of them like NCBI (National
Council for the Blind in Ireland), who
are attached to disability specific
organisations and therefore provide
informed advice and related services.

Alternative Qualifications
The Leaving Certificate proved to be
the standard entry requirement for the
companies participating in the WAM
Project. However, during the course
of our discussions, it was necessary
to point out that many people with
disabilities do not go through the
standard mainstream schooling

system but whom, nonetheless, hold
alternative qualifications that carry the
same weight as the Leaving Certificate
and therefore warrant consideration.
Comprehensive details on the National
Framework of Qualifications can be
found by visiting www.nfq.ie.
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recruitment & selection – tips on inclusive practice

Disclosure of Disability – to disclose or not to disclose
Choosing when and where to disclose is the right of people with disabilities –
disclosure of disability is an individual choice. Nonetheless, a person with a
disability needs to be aware of the implications of the disclosure decision.
Below are some of the key points that were raised during the project.

Disclosure:

Non Disclosure:

enables you to take control of
the situation;

may impact on the provision (or non
provision) of needed supports;

allows for an assessment of needs;

may impact on selection, retention
and progression opportunities;

allows, where required, for the
provision of accommodations
/supports.

may impact on perceptions
(misconceptions and assumptions
about disability issues can prevent
a person with a disability from getting
a job).

However, AHEAD encourages
companies to get the message across
to people with disabilities that the
organisation is committed to fair and
inclusive practice and encourages
applications for talented people with
disabilities by removing barriers both
physical and attitudinal to the
employment of people with disabilities:
Employers need to be open-minded,
to be flexible and to acknowledge
that people with disabilities are not a
homogeneous group of people but
individuals with individual abilities
and strengths.

Employers should think outside the
box i.e. look again at how people
with disabilities can fit into their
organisation i.e. flexible working
hours, part-time hours, working from
the home etc.
Employers should continue to build
their knowledge about what grants
are available, what facilities /
training courses are on offer to
encourage them to employ people
with disabilities.
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ground rules for mentoring

Rationale for setting ground rules for successful mentoring
(article by Tim Knox)
One of the keys to a successful
mentor/mentee relationship is to set
some ground rules and stick to them. Sit
down with your prospective mentee and
discuss the expectations of both parties,
i.e. what do you and the mentee expect
to get out of the relationship? It's a
given that the mentee is seeking your
time, wisdom, and advice, but if you as
the mentor don't also get some kind of
mental satisfaction, your interest in the
relationship will quickly wane. Discuss
how often you will get together. Will you
meet for lunch once a week or for an
hour in your office several times a
month? It is important that you create
an actual meeting schedule and stick to
it. Without a set schedule, life will get in
the way and you will cancel more
meetings than you attend. Next, set
some guidelines and limitations. How
often can your mentee call? Is it OK for
them to call your cell phone, or should

Ground rules
will focus on:

Always discuss
the following
at the first
meeting:

they go through your secretary? Can
they drop by the office anytime? Can
they call you at home after 5 p.m.?Set
some goals for the mentee and discuss
outcomes. The relationship must be
more than just chewing the fat. The
point is to help the mentee grow,
personally and professionally. Give them
a list of books to read. Recommend
seminars they should attend. Have them
outline their business goals in writing.
Then set milestones and hold them
accountable for reaching them. From
your side of the fence, don't be afraid to
share your successes and failures. Let
your experience be their guide. Help
them identify opportunities and avoid
potholes that you may have hit along
the way. Don't be embarrassed to tell
the truth, especially if it can keep your
mentee from making the same mistakes
you did.

Confidentiality;

Positive attitude;

Respect;

Boundaries of the relationship;

Openness, Truthfulness;
Reliability, commitment;

Working together: time commitment,
location of meetings, recording
of meetings.

What expectations does the Mentor
have of the mentee?

What expectations does the Mentee
have of the Mentor?
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ground rules for mentoring

Use list below to highlight important items / expectations
for the mentoring relationship:
Be prepared to accept, respect and
value each other.

Seek out and be receptive to
feedback, consider different opinions.

Be open and honest with each other.
Trust each other.

Speak up when things aren’t working.

Discuss issues in a specific,
descriptive, non-judgmental manner.
Be willing to ask questions and
gather information. To help mentee to
figure things out for themselves.
Discuss outcomes.
Be patient, don’t rush and
don’t point blame.

Give your full and
undivided attention when
in a mentoring session.
Be critical of ideas NOT of
mentee/mentor as a person.
Try to understand all sides of an
issue and actively listen to
understand.To openly disagree
without being disagreeable.

Be responsible for your learning
and actions.

Believe in the mentee, to recognise
the mentee and to give the mentee
the space to be themselves.

Take appropriate actions, to do what
you say you will do.

Collaborate in the
mentoring process.

Keep your commitments.

Give an opportunity to
practice new skills.

Be open-minded, willing to
change your mind and to
consider alternative views.
Have realistic expectations
of what the relationship can
accomplish. Don’t look to the
mentor for all the answers.

Have no hidden agendas.
Help make our discussions positive,
to be supportive, to offer help.
Honour when either side thinks the
relationship needs to be ended.

Participate as a partner in the
mentoring process.
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the mentoring contract

The
mentoring
contract

The process of writing, clarification and agreement on expectations is proven to be
one of the most valuable and powerful tools for helping the mentoring relationship to
be mutually satisfying.

The process:

Print two copies of the contract form.
Before the first meeting the
Mentor and graduate complete
the form individually.
At the meeting they jointly review and
discuss each person’s answers and
reach agreement.
Then print a new copy of the form
and have the Graduate write in the
agreed answers.
Both Mentor and Graduate sign and
date the form.
Forward the form to the
WAM Coordinator.

note:

The Graduate is responsible for
keeping the form and reviewing
/ updating in consultation with
the Mentor as the need exists,
but at least on a monthly basis.
The WAM coordinator will keep
a hard copy of the agreement
and should be advised of any
significant changes.
One month from the first meeting,
jointly review agreed answers and
give the Mentoring relationship
a check up and agree to any
needed changes.

WAM Participant needs to inform Manager of when they are taking time out of their
week / day to meet their mentor.
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internship & mentoring agreement

this is an agreement between:

&

(Graduate)

The agreement outlines the duties and
responsibilities of both parties as they
relate to the placement to be performed.

(Mentor)

from:
to:

/
/

Graduate Information

Mentor Information

Name:

Name of Company:

/
/

Address:
Address:

Mentor Name:
Phone:

Title:

Email:

Phone:

Fax:

Fax:
Email:

Placement Information
start date:

/

/

expected finish date:

/

The initial goals the Graduate will work towards, agreed by Mentor
and Graduate, are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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internship & mentoring agreement

Mentoring information
How often will you meet?

For how long?

When and where will you meet?

Have you discussed and agreed to the
ground rules for your discussions?
Yes

No

Note: The graduate will be responsible for scheduling the meetings

We have agreed that our initial meetings will focus on these three topics:
1.
2.
3.
Other topics
to discuss
in the first
meeting:

The type of assistance the Graduate wants
from the Mentor.

Any concerns the Mentor wants discussed
and resolved?

If problems arise how they
will be resolved.

Any additional area/issues you want
to discuss and agree to?

Any concerns the Graduate wants discussed
and resolved?

notes:

The Graduate is responsible for maintaining
contact (particularly by email) with the
Mentor and the WAM Coordinator.
Both the Graduate and Mentor will attend
group networking meetings held by the
WAM Coordinator.
The WAM Coordinator may visit the
Graduate and Mentor during the internship
to discuss the progress.

/
Graduate’s Signature

The parties to this contract agree to fulfil
the expectations and responsibilities of the
mentoring and internship as described in
the agreement.
The undersigned Site Mentor agrees to
consistently provide at least weekly one-toone contact; to provide instruction; facilitate
development of necessary skills and
knowledge, and enhance the personal and
professional growth of the Graduate.

/

/
Mentor Signature

*Signed copy of contract must be submitted to WAM Coordinator at the beginning of placement.
Both Graduate and Mentor must also keep a copy for themselves.
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mentoring for mentors & mentees

Introduction

Presented here are guidelines for
mentors involved in the WAM mentoring
process, which is part of the AHEAD
work placement programme for
graduates with a disability. This manual
gives a brief overview of what mentoring
is, its benefits and some guidelines for

mentors. The guidelines go through the
important stages of the mentoring
process and conclude with a final
summary of how to ‘get the best out of
mentoring’. If you have any further
queries, you can contact the WAM
mentoring co-ordinator.

What is
mentoring?

The concept of mentoring originates in
Ancient Greek mythology when Ulysses
set off on a journey and asked an old
friend called ‘Mentor’ to guide his son
Telemachus. According to the story it
was goddess Athena (who is associated
with wisdom) who assumes the role of
mentor. Since then wise and trusted
advisers have been called ‘mentors’.
Mentoring focuses on capability and
potential rather than skills and
performance. It is concerned with the
transfer of intuitive and tacit knowledge,
or wisdom. The agenda for mentoring is
set by the learner, who also provides
most of the feedback and reflection. The
mentoring process has been described
as: “The desire for development towards
an organisational or developmental
objective... the mentor is a highly
objective individual, who is capable of
being a mirror and reflecting back to
the mentee thoughts, ideas, behaviours
and situations, so that the mentee can
‘stand outside the square’, gain
perspective and re-examine, reflect on
and re-prioritize his/her position.”

work or thinking’ (Clutterbuck, 1995)
Modern mentoring has its origins in the
concept of apprenticeship, whereby an
older, more experienced individual
passed down knowledge of how tasks
were done and how to operate in the
commercial world. The relationship is
based on conducting a discussion which
is aimed at assisting the individual
apply their learning and skills more
effectively in their business activities.
It presents the mentee with the
opportunity to ask questions and
seek advice in a safe and
unthreatening environment.

A broad definition of mentoring
often used is: ‘Mentoring is off-line
help by one person to another in making
significant transitions in knowledge,

A frequently asked question is ‘how the
role of manager differs from the role
of mentor?’ While both the manager
and mentor may establish development
objectives for an employee, the mentor
can give time and attention beyond the
extent of the manager. The focus of
mentoring is to provide advice and
guidance on career and organisational
issues while the focus of the manager is
on day to day activities and job
performance. It is not the role of the
mentor to interfere with the mentees day
to day activities or objectives.
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mentoring for mentors & mentees

Benefits of
mentoring

The benefits of mentoring are multiple. Benefits can be seen for the organisation, the
mentors and the mentees.

Organisational
benefits

Organisational benefits include:
Improved communications throughout
the organisation.
Increased knowledge of the
organisation by staff.
Greater job satisfaction, morale and

Mentor
benefits

A key feature of mentoring is that
the mentor is developed by the
process as well as the mentee.
Mentor benefits include:
Personal development: training in
mentoring skills; thinking deeply
about issues raised by the mentee;
receiving new ideas and perspectives
through involving the mentee in their
work; keeping up-to-date on new
ideas, technologies and what is
going on in the company; improved
personal communication skills.
Enhancement of some working
relationships, including better
understanding of those at the same

Mentee
benefits

Mentee benefits include:
The opportunity to gain valuable
information about the organisation.
The opportunity to discuss their
current role.
The opportunity to think about
and discuss their strengths and
development needs.
The opportunity to explore
their career expectations and
future aspirations.

commitment by mentors and mentees
to their work.
Development of key competencies.
Established routes for effective
career development that can aid the
recruitment of high calibre staff.
level as the mentee and the issues
they are facing, and insight into
other parts of the organisation.
Gaining greater insight into what
motivates people.
Extension of personal network.
Job enrichment and increased job
satisfaction in helping others.
Using the mentee to accomplish
things they cannot do themselves,
e.g. information gathering.
It is an opportunity to share their
professional knowledge.

To have a mentor act as a
sounding board for them to
ask advice and questions.
To receive guidance on how
to acquire the necessary skills
and knowledge to move forward
in the organisation.
Seeing the organisation’s
bigger picture.
Improved networks and visibility
with senior management.
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mentoring for mentors & mentees

The
mentoring
process

The phases of a mentoring
relationship
Each mentoring relationship goes
through different phases, which
require slightly different emphases on
behaviours. The following are typical
stages in a mentoring relationship:
Rapport-building, developing
mutual trust and comfort.
Direction-setting, setting goals for
the relationship (these will evolve).

Progress-making, the most intensive
stage, where experimentation and
learning proceed rapidly.
Maturation, when the relationship
becomes more mutual in terms of
learning and support, and the
mentee becomes increasingly
self-reliant.
Closedown, when the formal
relationship ends, often an informal
continuity on an equal basis.

The initial meeting
At the outset of the process, both the mentee and
mentor should meet prior to embarking on the
mentoring sessions. This meeting provides the
opportunity for both individuals to get to know
each other and build rapport.The purpose of this
meeting should be about getting to know each
other as well as determining how to get the best
from the mentoring relationship. It is important for
each individual to get to know more about one
another. The mentor should question the mentee
on their understanding of the mentoring process
and discuss expectations for working together for
example, confidentiality of the relationship and
being prepared for the mentoring sessions. The
mentor confirms with the mentee that they will
help the mentee as best they can and if there is
anything that they cannot help with, they will
either find out for the mentee or guide them in the
right direction. The mentor also explains how they
will share their experiences with the mentee.
The mentor should describe: their own role
in the organisation; the nature of and length of
time in this and previous roles; how they have
progressed within the organisation and what

their previous roles in this and other organisations
have been. Questions for the mentor to ask
the mentee at this stage would include: their
current role in the organisation; what they like
about the organisation; what they are currently
working on etc. This meeting should provide the
mentee with the opportunity to ask questions. At
this stage it is necessary to establish objectives
for the mentoring sessions and to encourage the
mentee to think about the areas that they would
like to cover during the mentoring sessions. The
mentor should record these and draw up a plan
for the mentoring sessions which would include
what objectives are going to be covered during
which mentoring session. In relation to the
objectives for the sessions, it is important that
they are measurable, achievable and time bound.
These objectives can be written up during the
meeting or alternatively the mentor can write them
up following the meeting along with the dates on
which these objectives are going to be discussed.
The mentor passes these to the mentee for their
approval. Finally it is important to agree on times,
dates and a location for the mentoring sessions
and that each party is committed to these.
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mentoring for mentors & mentees

The mentoring
sessions

Preparation is key for successful
mentoring. The mentor should start a
mentoring session by discussing any
progress since the last mentoring
session, specifically in relation to the
objectives. It is important to do this
before moving on to new objectives.
An effective mentoring meeting would
follow this, or a similar sequence:
The mentor creates a relaxed, yet
business-like atmosphere, then gets
the mentee to explain the issue for
discussion/purpose of the meeting.
A full exploration of the issue
from the mentee’s perspective:
the mentor should clarify the issue,
challenge the mentee’s assumptions,
and open up the discussion to
include a broader perspective.
Only then should the mentor use
examples from their own experience
to show the issue is not unique and
to highlight different ways of tackling

A mentee
should not
expect a
mentor to

Undermine the authority of their
line manager.

How to get
the best out
of mentoring

Never cancel a meeting.

the issue, emphasizing that what
worked for the mentor might not work
for the mentee.
Problem-solving. The mentor helps
build the confidence and self-belief
of the mentee that they can tackle
the issue, helps them lay out
alternative solutions and evaluate
these, then agrees a way forward,
milestones and any action that is
required by the mentor.
Finally, both individuals review what
has been discussed. The mentor
encouraging the mentee to
summarise the discussion and agree
whether any of the issues should be
carried over to the next meeting or
whether the mentee would like to
bring up a particular topic at the
next meeting, in order to allow both
parties to prepare.

Give extensive advice or counselling
on non-work related issues.

Carry out work on their behalf.

Be prepared for the meetings.
Arrive on time to meetings.

Keep the relationship on a
business level.
Be honest with each other.

Be a good listener.

Do not betray confidentiality - trust
is crucial to the relationship.

Ask questions.

And… Enjoy the experience!

Be open-minded.
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guidelines for mentors

The role of
the mentor is:

To be committed to the process
and recognize the time and effort
that is required.
To schedule uninterrupted
time to meet. To use a quiet
room for meetings.
To listen to and encourage discussion
with the mentee.
To ask more questions than to
give answers.
To work with the mentee to identify
and understand career-related skills,
interests, values and goals.
To help the mentee plan strategies to
achieve mutually agreed upon
personal goals.
To provide guidance on how to
acquire the necessary skills and
knowledge to do a new job.
To share knowledge and work
experiences with the mentee.

Skills
required by
mentors

Rapport
building

To pass on political and
business knowledge.
To encourage growth
and development.
To advise employees about
organisational issues.
To demonstrate patience
and co-operation
To pass on knowledge about policies,
functions, communication channels,
training programs and career paths.
To help the mentee understand how
to participate within the
organisational structure.
To serve as a role model by
demonstrating professional
behaviours – to lead by example.
To be available if the mentee needs
to talk outside the designated times.
To support the confidentiality
of the relationship.

the ability to build rapport

questioning skills

communication skills

listening skills

feedback skills

interpersonal skills

Building rapport is essential for effective
communication between mentor and
mentee. Building rapport is difficult to
define. Rapport building is done through
a combination of verbal and non-verbal
communications. Some of those
behaviours are showing an interest,
concentrated listening and summarising

what you hear, being trustworthy
by doing what you say you will do
and by never breaking confidentiality,
showing empathy by trying to
understand the other person and
empowerment by helping the mentee
to become ‘self-resourceful’.
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guidelines for mentors

Feedback skills

During the mentoring sessions the
mentor will undoubtedly have to give
feedback to the mentee. This feedback
must be constructive, relevant and
specific, focused on behaviour or
actions and not on personality. The
mentor should also have thought of
alternatives and suggestions for the

mentee. It is important to praise
the mentee and get a balance
between positive and negative when
giving feedback. Focus on behaviours
that can be changed. Encourage the
mentee to take responsibility for what
they have learned.

Questioning
skills

The key to effective questioning is to ask
mainly open questions in order to
gather information, along with
occasional closed questions to clarify.

In an effort to probe for extra
information the following questions
can be used:
“Anything else?”
“Is that all?”
“Is there anything else that comes
to mind?”

Try to avoid leading questions such as:
“You will be able to… won’t you?” and
“I’m sure you agree that…”.
In order to build rapport and explore
opinions, feelings and attitudes, the
following are the types of questions
that can be used:
“What do you think about this…?”
“How do you feel about this…?”
“What was your reaction to that…?

Listening skills

Active listening involves really trying to
understand what the mentee is saying
and being able to develop on points
made. It is important to be able to form
links in what has been said at different
stages, reflect back on earlier parts of
the conversation and summarize the key
information gained. You must not only
listen but be seen to be listening. You
should try to communicate with your
face, with gestures, with movements

In an effort to encourage selfawareness the following questions
may be used:
“How does that make you feel?”
“How much do you understand
about…?”
To challenge assumptions and
stimulate fresh and creative
approaches the following questions
could be asked:
“What would happen if…?”
“What else could you do or consider?”

which all indicate to the mentee that
you are interested and are giving them
your full attention. Types of non-verbal
cues, which convey this message,
include eye contact, nodding,
smiling, and occasional noises of
encouragement. It is useful to
summarize salient points to clarify and
show understanding. It is important to
stay neutral and calm and have an
open mind.
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guidelines for mentors

What a
mentor
should
not do

Remember, your mentee is there to
learn and most likely wants to take
responsibility for their own development,
therefore, it is important that you don’t
fall into the trap of telling them what to
do. Explore with them what action they
think they should take before making

suggestions and sharing experiences.
Respect the mentee’s views. Encourage
and support them to reach their own
conclusions. Try to avoid phrases such
as “If I were you…”, “In my day…”,
“It’s not my business but…” “I strongly
suggest that…”.

'Thinking about what has been discussed, now reflect on your personal style
Reflection:
and how it may impact on the mentoring relationship by answering the three
Mentoring
(for mentors) questions below:
What do I know about my style that works very well and that I should actively
use in the mentoring sessions?

What do I know about my style that I need to ‘temper’ or manage?

What are the key insights for you from this programme?
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guidelines for mentees

Be prepared and think about the objectives you would like to achieve through the
mentoring program.
When
preparing for
the mentoring
process, think
about the
following:

What are the issues that you would
most value guidance on?

You should
also ensure
that you do
the following:

Inform your manager that you are
partaking in the mentoring process
and who your mentor is.

What areas would you like a different
perspective on?

What knowledge do you require?
What can you do or ask to make the
most of this block of time?

What skills would you like to improve
or develop?

Ensure that your objectives for the
mentoring process are well thought
through, realistic and focus on your
specific needs.
Ensure you meet with your mentor
often enough to create a real
relationship but not so often that
you develop dependency.
Communicate openly to your mentor
about your goals and needs.

Use your mentor’s time effectively.
Be receptive and open to feedback.
Act on the feedback that you receive.
Put into practice the tips you learn
through the sessions.
Record meaningful information so it
is not lost and forgotten.
Be willing to learn, prepared
to consider weaknesses and
open to developing a high level
of self-awareness.

Listen to your mentor.

Be willing to challenge your mentor’s
views, if appropriate.

Question your mentor and do not be
afraid to speak about what is on your
mind and share ideas.

Actively seek challenging
assignments and
greater responsibility.

Be willing to open up.

Keep your manager updated on
the mentoring process. They may
have useful advice and provide
opportunities for you to take on
new challenges.

Show initiative and willingness to
listen and learn.
Take personal responsibility
for your professional growth
and development.
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guidelines for mentees

Thinking of the training and what we have discussed, now reflect on your learning.
Reflection:
What should you stop, start or continue to do to make the mentoring successful?
Mentoring
(for mentees) Write your personal three ‘takeaways’ down below:
Take-away 1:

Take-away 2:

Take-away 3:

AHEAD would like to acknowledge and thank Pearn Kandola for their
assistance with the development of the WAM Mentoring Model and for
their contribution in delivering mentoring training.
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wam needs assessment
WAM is a positive to disability mainstream workplace initiative. This form will be used
as part of a comprehensive assessment process for individual WAM candidates. The
purpose of the needs assessment is to identify what accommodations the candidate
may require, if any, to satisfactorily complete the work placement they are about to
undertake. While supports may or may not be required at this stage, once the placement
is up and running this may need to be reviewed. The manager or candidate can, at any
stage during the course of the placment, request a review.
WAM needs assessment (NA) is a consultative and transparent process which involves
liaison between a designated assessor, the WAM participant and on behalf of the
employer, usually the participating manager/supervisor.
The WAM candidate completes Form NA1, the participating manager/supervisor
completes Form NA2 and, the assessor, furnished with completed NA1 and NA2 forms,
conducts a one-on-one session with the WAM participant and completes Form NA3.
The NA3 Form which recommends, where required, workplace supports, must be signed
off by all three parties, the WAM participant, the participating manager/supervisor and
the NA Assessor. In essence the WAM Participant and participating company are aware
of the contents of all three NA forms. Once recommended supports are approved every
effort will be made to facilitate their implementation.
Please note that the offer of a WAM work placement is subject to the satisfactory
completion of the WAM Needs Assessment process and equally to the capacity of the
participating employer to reasonably provide the accommodation(s)/support(s) identified
by the NA process – so that the acquiring/implementation of these supports does not
represent a ‘disproportionate burden’ for the employer under the terms of the Equality
Act 2004.
It is imperative that this form is completed and returned directly to the WAM Programme
Coordinator so that any potential work based supports can be identified quickly, and
implemented efficiently. The following questions are there to assist us facilitate this
process and while we will endeavor to bring about an effective result, your engagement
in this process is critical to a successful outcome. Please note that Forms NA1, NA2 and
NA3 will be kept on company file for future references and the content subject to data
protection provisions.
[This form when completed will be kept on company personnel files and is subject to
data protection as it pertains to personal information.]
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candidate supplementary information form (na 1)
confidential
Please complete this form in BLOCK letters.
1. Personal details
Name:

Email Address:

Mobile Number:

Placement Company Name:
Date of Commencement:

2. Educational details
Please give details of your most recent qualification(s):
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candidate supplementary information form (na 1)
Since the WAM Programme is designed exclusively for graduates with disabilities
/specific learning difficulties, AHEAD asks that you answer the following questions
and provide any additional information you consider relevant. This information will
only be used to provide workplace accommodations and supports.
3. Below is a register of standard supports and/or accommodations. Please
complete this question by ticking which supports or accommodations you
received in college. Additional information can be recorded in the space
below designated for this purpose.
Support

Please tick box

Assessor’s notes

Alternative Print Format
Assistive Technology/Equipment
Campus Orientation
Learning Support
Specific Dyslexia Support
Examination Support
Educational Support Worker
Personal Assistant
Academic
Note-taker
Reader
Scribe
Sign Language Interpreter
Speed Text
Time Off
(for Medical Appointments)
Wheelchair Access
Addtional details:
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candidate supplementary information form (na 1)
4. Understanding your experience of Accommodations/Supports
(a) Have you ever received any accommodations/supports in a previous work setting?
Yes

No

(b) Please describe the impact of your disability, if any, in education and/or work in
the past and outline how supports enabled you to deal with the demands of your
course /work. The purpose of this question is to enable the employer to anticipate
any further supports you may require to fulfil your work placement role.

5. Accommodations/Supports
At this stage, in your opinion what, if any, accommodations/supports do you require to
fulfill the requirements of the WAM work placement? Please tick.
Support

Please tick box

Please Specify

Material in alternative format
Accessible Building
Assistive Technology: Software
Assistive Technology: Hardware
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candidate supplementary information form (na 1)
Support

Please tick box

Please Specify

Alternative method of
communications required
Sign Language Interpretation
Specific work environment
needs (e.g. lights, noise, space)
Time off for medical visits
Other:

6. Is there any additional information/documentation you wish to provide for
consideration for the purpose of this assessment?

7. Declaration
I confirm that all of the particulars given above are correct:

Date:

/

/

Signature (candidate)
This form is part of the WAM Needs Assessment Process which is an integral part of
the WAM Work placement Programme. This process is intended for use within the
WAM Programme ONLY and therefore should not be viewed as a stand alone activity.
Any queries regarding this form should be directed to:
AHEAD
The WAM Programme
Anglesea House
63 Carysfort Avenue
Blackrock
Co. Dublin

Tel: 01 278 9325
Email: wam@ahead.ie
Pauline Ryder
WAM Programme Coordinator
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employer supplementary information form (na 2)
confidential
Please complete this form in BLOCK letters.
1. Employer details – Participating Manager
Name:

Company address:

Position:
Email address:
Telephone number:
Mobile number:
2. WAM Candidate details
Job title:

Name:
Date of Commencement:

/

/

3. Job Profile
a) Please highlight the main elements of the WAM candidate’s role.
Skills

Core(essential)

Emailing/web
Data entry
Dealing with the public
Report writing
Research
Presentations
Telephone work
Travel
Verbal communications
Problem solving
Other (describe below)
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employer supplementary information form (na 2)
(b) Style of Work:

Team

Alone

(c) Nature of Work:

Routine

Varied �

(d) Stress:

High

Medium

Mixture �

Low �

4. Work Environment
(a) Will the candidate be located in:
Own office

Shared office

Large open plan
(with 2/3 colleagues)

Busy Office

Loud Office

Quiet office

�

Other: (Please specify)

(b) Is office environment air conditioned:

Yes

No

(c) Are the following accessible?
Office

Toilet facilities

Canteen

Recreational areas

(d) Please list the following:
(i) Main office equipment used:

(ii) Software used:
�
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employer supplementary information form (na 2)
5. Additional Information
In some, though not all cases, assistive technology / equipment may need to be
installed in the workplace on the candidate’s behalf. Please give details of relevant
personnel who may be able to assist in implementing such supports (individuals will
not be contacted without your prior consent).
Information Technology Technician

Health & Safety Officer

Name:

Name:

Telephone number:

Telephone number:

Email address:

Email address:

6. Declaration
I confirm that all of the particulars given above are correct:

Date:

/

/

Employer Representative
This form is part of the WAM Needs Assessment Process which is an integral part of
the WAM Work placement Programme. This process is intended for use within the
WAM Programme ONLY and therefore should not be viewed as a stand alone activity.
Any queries regarding this form should be directed to:
AHEAD
The WAM Programme
Anglesea House
63 Carysfort Avenue
Blackrock
Co. Dublin

Tel: 01 278 9325
Email: wam@ahead.ie
Pauline Ryder
WAM Programme Coordinator
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needs assessment recommendations form (na 3)
confidential

This form is based on the direct discussion and liaison with the WAM candidate and
employer (Ref: Forms NA 1 & NA 2)

1. For the purpose of this assessment is there any additional information/documentation you wish
to put forward for inclusion?

Any Health & Safety Issues that need to be considered? e.g. Personal Evacuation Plan?

2. Recommendations for workplace supports/accommodations
To be completed by Needs Assessor):

This form when completed will be kept, along with NA1 and NA2 forms on company personnel files and
are subject to data protection as it pertains to personal information.
3. Declaration
I agree to all of the particulars given above:

/

/

/

Signature (candidate)

/

Signature (employer representative)
/

/

Needs Assessor
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needs assessment recommendations form (na 3)
important
notes
please read
carefully

1. These recommendations are based on a comprehensive exploration of the impact
of the person’s disability measured against the specific demands of the job as
outlined in the Job Profile. They derive from direct contact with the employer and
the WAM candidate (Ref: Forms NA1 & NA2). It is anticipated that the supports
/accommodations outlined will enable the WAM participant to fulfil the requirements
of their role and successfully complete their WAM placement.
2. Please note that the offer of a WAM work placement is subject to the satisfactory
completion of the WAM Needs Assessment process and equally to the capacity of
the participating employer to reasonably provide the accommodation(s)/support(s)
identified by the NA process – so that the acquiring/implementation of these
supports does not represent a ‘disproportionate burden’ for the employer under
the terms of the Equality Act 2004.
3. Once it is established that accommodations/supports can be provided it is
important to note that by signing off on this form, you, Manager and WAM
Participant, are giving your approval to the process of putting in place the
agreed supports.
4. Where a candidate has received assistive technology (i.e. hardware and/
or software), it is the responsibility of the candidate to uninstall such technology
from their computer / workstation (and to notify the manufacturer, where
appropriate) at the end of their work placement.
5. Should candidates require any further accommodations during the course of their
placements (e.g. a Sign Language Interpreter), they will need to discuss this with
their manager as the issue arises and, in turn, the manager needs to inform the
WAM Programme office as soon as possible on 01 278 9325 or wam@ahead.ie
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wam intervention guidelines

working in partnership with irish major employers
The following guidelines are ONLY tips
to assist managers/supervisors monitor
WAM work placements and deal with
arising issues. They are intended to
complement rather than replace internal
policies. Good policy will clearly assist
with the identification of issues and will
drive the solution it hopes to achieve.
WAM is intended to be a learning
experience for all involved and the

purpose of these guidelines is to add
value and strengthen existing practise
so that issues can be dealt with and
problems overcome in line with common
sense and fair and just treatment.
Remember that effective policies should
outline appropriate and inclusive
structures for monitoring and evaluation
otherwise policies do not evolve and are
open to become redundant.

In the event that an issue or a problem arises in the course of the placement period that
requires intervention the Manager/Supervisor should:
Inform the WAM Team ASAP. WAM
will offer any assistance and support
at its disposal.
Clearly identify (at a relatively early
stage) what you consider to be the
main problem and key issues.
Consider, if appropriate at this
stage, consulting with other people
in the organisation to hear their
views and experience on the matter
to hand.
You need to be confident in your
approach about what you are going
to say and in particular, how you
differentiate between what you
consider a disability related issue
and non-disability related issue.
Talk with the person and make sure
they are aware of the problem. Be
open to the idea that the disability
may be impacting on the person in
the work environment. They may have
no prior experience of the work
situation and therefore no way of
anticipating a problem nor may not
know how to go about resolving the

problem. Sensitivity is required.
Describe the problem or difficulty in
very concrete terms, describing only
what is observable such as the job
performance, for example: I notice
that you have not been liaising with
your work colleagues on this task,
can we talk about it? Rather than
making a judgement or making an
assumption such as: ‘she doesn’t get
on with people’, ‘s/he is controlling’,
‘lazy’, and ‘s/he doesn’t care’.
Describe the behaviour as a
problem, NOT the person “...when
you walk away from me you put me in
a difficult position”. “When you do
other peoples work it annoys them
and they think it is interfering.”
If a problem revolves around
productivity levels it may become
increasingly important to define
whether the source of this issue is
disability related. A workplace audit
may be conducted to assist this
process. (Check out this option
with WAM).
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wam intervention guidelines

Inform yourself as much as possible
about the work context of the
Mentee and the environment in
which the problem has arisen so that
you can be aware of the potential
source of any comments or
statements that may be made.
Be aware of what has already been
communicated to the person by the
organisation. It may arise that a
person may work or has worked
under more than one manager and
consequently, there may exist some
confusion around the organisation’s
position. Similarly, the placement
spec itself may change during the
course of the placement, if so, be
aware of the change.

while
undertaking
a review:

State the purpose of the Review.
To seek out positive solutions to
the benefit of all parties.
Set a review date and give adequate
notice to the staff member.
Ascertain if they know what the
standards of acceptable behaviour
are? Are company policies and
guidelines accessible to all?
Create space for both parties
to raise their concerns in a
constructive manner. Be open
to consider the idea that the
‘real’ problem may be located in
the wider work environment.
Remember policy solutions to a
problem should be based on
evidence of what the problem
really is. Is it the right problem?

Know what it is you hope to gain
from talking to the person. It is
essential that you test current
policies that relate to this area and
evaluate their potential to offer
realistic solutions. e.g.
Has the review clearly identified the
problem (evidence based)?
Has ‘what needs to happen now’
been identified?
Have you set a date to monitor
and evaluate?
Identify what steps need to be taken
to rectify the situation and consider
the impact this may have on others.

Avoid using the word ‘stress’ (i.e.
making judgement); ‘You seem to
be under increasing amounts of
stress lately’.
Work on short and achievable work
related goals to resolve the situation.
Be specific.
Agree and write out a work action
plan to achieve goals and get the
person to agree to it.
Set a further review date with
the person.
Praise the person when they keep to
the action plan.
Ultimately, should behaviour persist,
the person needs to be asked why
they are working outside of their
action plan.

Talk to the person about the aspects
of their behaviour they can change.
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wam intervention guidelines

wam mentee
needs to
know /
understand:

The purpose of the Review. To seek
out positive solutions to the benefits
of all parties.
That there are difficulties.
From the commencement of the
placement the ground rules that are
core to company procedures.
From the commencement of the
placement what is expected of the
mentee (no more, no less).
Accepting a WAM work placement
means that the mentee signs up to

notes

The Mentee is usually the person
who knows their condition best and
therefore is crucial to any solution.

having their work evaluated. This
could well involve the giving of
feedback that may consist of things
they may not wish to hear but a core
intention of the WAM Project is that
this would, in the long term, benefit
the mentee.
Encourage the Mentee to utilise
the support of the WAM Mentoring
Model. The Model was designed
specifically with the intentions of
aiding the mentee deal with
arising issues.

Best practise dictates, and it
cannot be emphasised enough,
the importance of being able to
clearly demonstrate the justification
of any action undertaken. It is
VERY IMPORTANT that you
record and keep a copy of the
review process undertaken.
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wam sample work action plan

Name:

Manager:

Position:

Date:

/

/

tasks & responsibilities agreed

Review date:

/

/

Comments:

Signature (mentee)

Signature (manager)
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wam guidelines on early work placement completion

what to do if
all does not
work out

The following guidelines are ONLY tips to assist managers/supervisors deal with
arising issues. They are intended to complement rather than replace in-company
policies. WAM is intended to be a learning experience for all involved and the
purpose of these guidelines is to add value and strengthen existing practise so that
issues can be dealt with and problems overcome in line with common sense and fair
and just treatment.
These guidelines are a follow up to the WAM Review Guidelines and
presuppose that the process of review has been exhausted. In the event
that the ultimate decision is to bring the placement to early closure the
Manager/Supervisor should:
Inform the WAM Team ASAP of your
intentions. WAM will offer any
assistance and support at its
disposal to assist both the Employer
and the WAM candidate to bring
closure to the work placement.
Set a date for final meeting. Give
adequate notice of the meeting date
to the WAM candidate advising
them of the purpose of the meeting.

Outline the steps taken to resolve the
situation and the reasons for the
decision now to bring the work
placement to an end.
Give open and honest
constructive feedback.
Give consideration at this stage to
the possible future request for a
work reference bearing in mind incompany policy on the matter.

Re-state the issues that have arisen
being mindful to keep the focus on
the issues NOT the person.
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(PEEP) questionnaire

It is intended that the Health & Safety Officer
and the WAM candidate complete this
questionnaire to enable a Personal Emergency
Evacuation Plan (PEEP) to be developed for the
candidate, if required. Alternatively, all employees
in a workplace could complete this questionnaire
to establish if there are any additional specific
evacuation requirements that should be
addressed. There is an assumption in this
questionnaire that an effective Emergency Plan
for the general population currently exists in
the workplace.
The purpose of a PEEP is to describe the specific
method of evacuation for an individual employee
from a particular area of the building in the event

of an emergency, including a fire drill. If there
are any significant evacuation issues raised
by this questionnaire then they should be
addressed by the Health & Safety Officer in
the employee’s PEEP.
If the WAM candidate does not feel comfortable
filling in the answers to any of the following
questions and would rather use the questionnaire
as the basis of a meeting to discuss their specific
needs, then that is acceptable. However, if the
candidate does not provide their employer with
the information required, then it may not be
possible to develop a PEEP which best suits their
individual needs.

The WAM Candidate
1. Why complete the questionnaire?
Under the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005 your employer has a legal
responsibility to ensure your health and safety while at work and to protect you in the
event of fire or other emergencies.
To do this properly your employer needs to know:
If you require any additional information about the existing emergency evacuation
procedures in the workplace, and/or if you need any specific assistance during the
completion of an evacuation from the workplace.
In order to assist your employer to meet their legal obligations you should complete
this questionnaire. It should only take a few minutes.
2. What will happen when you have completed the questionnaire?
If there are any significant evacuation issues raised by this questionnaire, then the
Health & Safety Officer will develop a PEEP for you. This PEEP will describe the
specific method of evacuation for you from the area of the building where you work
in the event of an emergency, including a fire drill. If you need any assistance during
the evacuation process, the PEEP will detail the assistance you require and the
individuals involved. You may also be provided with additional information about the
existing emergency evacuation procedures in the workplace.
If there are no significant issues raised by this questionnaire, then there will be no
further action and the questionnaire will be filed by the Health and Safety Officer.
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(PEEP) questionnaire

Personal Details
Name:

Job Title:

Location
1. Where in the building are you located
most of the time?

Building:
Floor:
Room No:

2. Do you move around the building
during the course of the day i.e. meeting
rooms, canteen, toilet facilities,
changing rooms?
Yes

No

3. Do you routinely use other buildings
during the course of the day?
Yes

If ‘Yes’ – please provide further detail on these
locations.

If ‘Yes’ – please provide further detail on these
buildings.

No

Note: There may be a requirement to develop a
plan for more than one building.

Awareness of Emergency
Evacuation Procedures
4. Are you aware of the existing
emergency evacuation procedures
that operate in the building(s) in
which you work?

Yes

No

5. If ‘Yes’ – have you been given a
written version of these procedures?

Yes

No
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(PEEP) questionnaire

6. Do you require the existing
emergency evacuation procedures in
one of the following alternative formats?

(Please tick the relevant format)

Single language interpretation
Braille
Tape
Large print
Text on a disk
If ‘No’ – please explain why not.

Awareness of Fire Detection
& Alarm System
7. Can you clearly hear the fire alarm?
Yes

No

Don’t know

8. If ‘No’ – are you comfortable relying
on noticing the behaviour of those
around you, as a means of being made
aware of an emergency evacuation in
the workplace?

Yes

9. If ‘No’ – do you require any of the
following equipment as a method of
alerting you of danger?

Other (please specify)

No

Flashing light
Vibrating device
Paging system
Sound signal with specific
band frequency
10. Could you use the red break-glass
units to raise the alarm if you discovered
a fire?
Yes

No

If ‘No’ – please explain why not.

Don’t know
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(PEEP) questionnaire

Assistance with evacuating
11. Are you a wheelchair user?

Yes

12. Would you find the stairs difficult to
use in an emergency?

If ‘Yes’ – please explain why.

Yes

No

No

13. Are the directional (running-man)
signs that indicate the direction of the
escape routes and final exits clear
enough for you?
Yes

If ‘No’ – please explain why not.

No

Note: If an employee is a wheelchair user, if they would find the stairs difficult to use or if they cannot
see the directional signage then it is required to have assistance during the evacuation process.

14. Do you require assistance to get out
of premises in an emergency?

Yes

No

If ‘No’ – this is the end of the questionnaire.

15. How many persons do you think you require?

16. What part of the evacuation do you require assistance with?

17. Is anyone currently designated to
assist you to get out of the premises in
an emergency?
Yes

No

If ‘Yes’ – give name(s), location(s) and
contact details.

Don’t know

If ‘No’ – this is the end of the questionnaire.
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(PEEP) questionnaire

18. Is the arrangement with your
assistant(s) a formal arrangement
i.e. specified by management?

Yes

19. Will your assistants always know your
whereabouts in the event of an
emergency?

If ‘Yes’ – give some information as to
how this is achieved.

Yes

date:

No

/

No

Don’t know

/

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
Please return the completed form to:

(Health & Safety Officer)
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personal emergency evacuation plan

Name:

Additional Floors and/or buildings
accessed by the employee.

Job Title:
Principle Building:
Room No.:

Note: There may be a requirement to develop a plan for more than one building.

Awareness of Emergency
Evacuation Procedure

(Please tick the relevant format)

Single language interpretation
This employee has been given a copy of
the existing emergency evacuation
procedure in the following format:

Braille
Tape
Large print
Text on a disk

Awareness of Fire
Detection & Alarm System

Other (please specify)

This employee is made aware of an
emergency evacuation in the workplace
by the following means:
Existing Alarm System
Noticing the behaviour of others
Flashing light
Vibrating device
Paging system
Sound signal with specific band
frequency
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personal emergency evacuation plan

Assistance with Evacuating
The following persons have been designated to give assistance to this employee
to get out of the building in an emergency.
Name:

Name:

Location:

Location:

Contact Details:

Contact Details:

Name:

Name:

Location:

Location:

Contact Details:

Contact Details:

Extent of Assistance
Give details of the level of assistance required.

Equipment Provided
Give details of the equipment provided, including suppliers name, contact
information and the frequency of required testing/maintenance.
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personal emergency evacuation plan

Whereabouts of Employee
Give details on how the assistants will know the whereabouts of the employee in the
event of an emergency.

Evacuation Procedure
Give a detailed step-by-step account of the evacuation procedure, beginning with
the fire alarm activation and ending with the employee at the Assembly Point for the
workplace (Include safe escape routes and possible refuge areas).

AHEAD would like to acknowledge the contribution of Northern Officer
Group’s (1993) publication “Personal Emergency Egress Plans” and
nifast (Claire McCartney) to the development of the WAM Personal
Emergency Evacuation Plan.
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development partnership – a wam framework
Many organisations are committed to hiring people with disabilities, and many
people with a disability are looking for employment, yet for some reason they do
not seem to come together. One of the primary functions of WAM is to capture
the nature of this ‘reason’ – to identify the major barriers, real or perceived, to
the inclusion of graduates with disabilities in the mainstream Irish workforce in
an era which stresses the importance and significance of equality and diversity.
Funded by the EU EQUAL Initiative and, in line with the EQUAL strategy, AHEAD,
through the WAM (2005-2007) Programme created a development partnership
(DP) between major recruiters in the Irish labour market; IBM, Bank of Ireland,
Savills Hamilton Osborne Kind, The Civil Service, FÁS, Irish Life & Permanent, and
others including GET AHEAD, National Learning Network, DCU, Access Ability,
and The Aisling Foundation (now Kanchi). This dynamic partnership facilitated a
sense of ownership and openness for the DP so as to create a safe and secure
learning environment where issues could be frankly discussed. This employer toolkit
represents a summary of the learning accrued by EQUAL WAM and the
participating organisations during this period.
Due to the success of the 2005-2007 Programme FÁS have agreed to continue the
work of WAM by extending funding to cover the 2008-2009 placement programme.
The new programme will continue to work with and develop the legacy of the
Development Partnership concept. Participating in the newly formed WAM DP
is: Abbott Ireland, Bank of Ireland, The Civil Service, DCU, IBM, Irish Life &
Permanent, Microsoft, An Post, RTÉ, CPL, BCM Hanby Wallis, and GET AHEAD.
The programme also intends to expand the scope and reach of its learning through
planned collaborations with the SME (small to medium sized enterprise) sector
while also outlining a mainstreaming strategy in an attempt to encapsulate the
programme’s experience in a holistic and comprehensive manner. At its core the
main aims of the programme remain the same, to foster attitudinal change, to raise
awareness and create a deeper understanding of the barriers faced in the labour
market by graduates with disabilities and to lay the foundation for in-house
mainstream inclusive practices and policies that will guarantee wider access
and sustainability for all graduates with disabilities. This it hopes to achieve while
demonstrating to the business community the advantages to be gained from
having and embracing a diverse workforce.
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